
STORIES
Digital Image, Unit 2:

Rhino + Photoshop + Idea & Form



CURATING
Intro

Active search of inspiration. 
“Why I like this?” 
Develop aesthetic criteria. 

Tools: 
Blog, text/essay, analysis.
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FORMS
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Final product of architecture 
are human activities that take 
place in spaces we design. 
Stories about these activities  
help us both design better 
buildings and sell our work. 

Tools: 
Adobe Photoshop 
Rhino

STORIES
Unit 2

Digital Image Course



EMPATHY

USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…

design 
an adequate building 
(or environment) 

sell 
sell the project by explaining 
the user needs and your solution 
(and the VALUE for the client)

= putting ourselves in the position of:
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design 
how the building will be used? 

sell 
value of the building for the client?
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design 
how the building will be used? 

sell 
value of the building for the client?



STORIES
EXPRESSED VISUALLY

Digital Image, Unit 2



WHAT
IS A GOOD IMAGE?



is it the image that shows something beautiful?



is it the most realistic image?
maybe



is it the most realistic image?
maybe

DO NOT USE COMIC SANS FONT!







A good image serves its purpose.



A purpose of good image in architecture?

To show how the project will look like?



A purpose of good image in architecture?

To explain what the project means 
to its target audience.



Architectural photography



Architectural rendering
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Architectural photography

- should be abstract 
- should avoid people and cars 
- should be artistic and solemn 
- accent is on visual aesthetics.

- should be realistic 
- should contain as many people as possible 
- should be cheerful, dynamic 
- accent is on what happens in the place

Difference in style?

Architectural rendering
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Architectural photography

Building is finished, and image is made for other 
architects, designers and photographers.

Building needs to get approved by developer, government 
officials or general public. 
“How will this new building fit 
into my life / profits / re-election campaign?”
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Architectural photography

Difference is in the purpose.

Architectural rendering

Building is finished, and image is made for other 
architects, designers and photographers.

Building needs to get approved by developer, government 
officials or general public. 
“How will this new building fit 
into my life / profits / re-election campaign?”



A purpose of good image in architecture?

To explain what the project means 
to its target audience… 



A purpose of good image in architecture?

To explain what the project means 
to its target audience… 

and gets you what you want from your 
target audience.



WHAT? 

TO WHOM? 

WHY?

are the important aspects of the project 

is the image intended for? 

what I want to accomplish with it?



Spaezia 
public competition





Where’s the project?



Where’s the project?



Where are the people?



Where are the people?



Where are the people?

No easy answers or rules. 

Think of human psychology. 

= EMPATHY



Not only when presenting, 
but (more importantly) 
when designing, too! 

EMPATHY:
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Frank O. Gehry
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EMPATHY:

Santiago Calatrava



EMPATHY:

client 

users 

Santiago Calatrava



=

novelty 
disposability 
obsolescence 



EMPATHY:

Le Corbusier, 
Plan Voisin

heroic 
idealism 



EMPATHY:
(extreme)

Alejandro Aravena



EMPATHY:
(extreme)

Alejandro Aravena



individuality 
sense of control and empowerment 
= prosperity

negligence 
dispair 
= criminal, 
stagnation



EMPATHY:
(extreme)

Santiago Cirugeda, 
Recetas Urbanas
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PAUSE  7min 30 sec



EMPATHY

USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…

design 
an adequate building 
(or environment) 

sell 
sell the project by explaining 
the user needs and your solution

= putting ourselves in the position of:

ARCHITECTURE



IMAGES

USERS CLIENT
Office workers, 
teachers & students…

Real-estate developer, 
government agency…

design 
an adequate building 
(or environment) 

sell 
sell the project by explaining 
the user needs and your solution

to put ourselves in the position of:



IMAGE = WHAT IS REPRESENTS

POOR PHOTO OF A BEAUTIFUL SPACE



GOOD 
IMAGE 

GOOD 
BUILDING 

Good image of a poor building. Poor image of a poor building.



GOOD 
IMAGE 

+ Focus on qualities. 
+ Hide weakness.

+ Visual Composition 
+ Meaning Combination of 

architectural form 
and its context 
(nature, city) 
and the way it is 
framed

Don’t use text (obviously)  
but symbols and ‘props’  

(people, objects, 
vegetation) 

view = prestige

shade = comfort

cognac for two = romance

WHAT?

HOW?

Great view 
from your home!

Terrible view 
AT your home

Graphic design!
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+ Focus on qualities. 
+ Hide weakness.

+ Visual Composition 
+ Meaning

Friendly and ample public space with various activities. 

Average (at best) architecture (in the back)



GOOD 
BUILDING ?
help yourself 
by using images?

= 
Work 
backwards!



GOOD 
BUILDING ?
Work 
backwards:
- Put activities 
- Create stage





















GOOD 
BUILDING ?
Work 
backwards:
- Put activities 
- Create stage
Film, Theater!



War Room
by Ken Adams 

Dr. Strangelove 
(Stanley Kubrick, 1980)





Shining (Stanley Kubrick, 1980)











Grand Hotel Budapest 
(Wes Andreson, 2014)















The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou 
Wes Andreson, 2004





Dogville 
Lars Von Trier, 2003



The Sims 
Will Wright, 2000



Colossal Cave Adventure 
Will Crowther, 1976





Leisure Suit Larry 
Al Lowe, Sierra, 1987



Manic Miner 
Matthew Smith, 1983



Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End 
Naughty Dog  / Sony Computer Entertainment, 2016



Destiny 
Activision, 2014



Journey 
Jenova Chen, That Game Company, 2012



Limbo 
Play Dead, 2010



Portal 
Valve Corporation, 2007



Fez 
Phil Fish and Renaud Bédard, 2012



Memory Of The Broken Dimension 
Ezra Hanson-White, 2015



coming soon
maybe?



Dogville 
Lars Von Trier, 2003



Alphaville 
Jeal Luc-Godard, 1965



2001: A Space Odyssey 
Stanley Kubrick, 1968



Solaris 
Andrei Tarkovsky, 1972



Metropolis  
Fritz Lang, 1927





5th Element 
Luc Besson, 1997



Blade Runner 
Ridley Scott, 1982



Blade Runner 
Ridley Scott, 1982



Cafe Muller 
Pina Bausch, 1978



Mon Oncle 
Jacques Tatí, 1958















Playtime 
Jacques Tatí, 1968
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Playtime 
Jacques Tatí, 1968



CONCLUSIONS



CONCLUSIONS
While you design:



Start from human behavior,  
and the way to facilitate or restrict it (whatever is your concept)



Start from human behavior,  
and the way to facilitate or restrict it (whatever is your concept)



Investigate extremes



Investigate extremes

A house on the cliff?



Investigate extremes



Architectural form has psychological effect

pressure, unease



pressure 
unease



calm, peace



Form can have symbolic meaning

dominance, divinity



sea shell, sound, 
music

Form can have symbolic meaning



CONCLUSIONS
When presenting:



Visual composition

symmetry, horizontals = peace



asymmetry, diagonals 
= movement, drama

Visual composition



Meaning
Through form itself, or props  (people, foliage)

view = prestige

shade = comfort

cognac for two = romance



Tell a story in one image
Through form itself, or props  (people, foliage)



Tell a story in one image
Through form itself, or props  (people, foliage)



TIME TO WAKE UP!


